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Thuringian products for Vietnam

In Vietnam it was possible to quickly return to normal after very strict Covid 19 measures, as the photo shows.

a. hartrodt Vietnam imported the first shipment of
a meat and sausage products manufacturer from
Thuringia/Germany to Vietnam.
The shipment, including German specialty
sausages such as Thuringia grilled sausage, bock
sausage, curry sausage, Franconian mini sausage
and BBQ torch sausage with a total volume of
1,709 kgs was transported in a 20” reefer
container. It took a week to finish the customs
clearance and deliver the cargo to the Vietnamese
warehouse of our customer.

Furthermore a. hartrodt Vietnam also arranged
another shipment from Austria through Koper port
of -21 Celsius frozen bread including olive
baguette, pretzel sticks, pumpkin baguette,
organic whole meal loaf and many others.
Both customers organized a lunch treat to express
their appreciation to our team for the excellent
service. The lunch treat included Thuringia grilled
sausage, bock sausage and Franconian mini
sausage adding on top Schnitzel, pretzels and
bread. It was delicious!

If you have any further questions please contact our colleagues in Vietnam:
a. hartrodt Logistics (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.
D&D Tower ∙ 458 Nguyen Thi Minh Khai
7th Floor ∙ Ward 2 ∙ District 3
Ho Chi Minh City
info@hartrodt.com.vn ∙ Phone +84 28 7109 1887
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Fuzhou representative office
As food trends rapidly change and speed to
market becomes increasingly critical, a. hartrodt
Xiamen logistics was seized this great
opportunity setting up Fuzhou representative office
on February 18th, 2019. Located in the heart of the
Fujian province and as capital city of Fujian
Fuzhou is one of the best place for food and
beverage production, ingredient manufacturing,
cold storage, bonded warehouse and other food
and beverage related supply chain activities.
Fuzhou representative office staff composition
Fuzhou representative office is mainly focused on
sales activities from North of Xiamen to South of
Fujian province, Putian, Ningde and Fuqing area.
The reason why we focusing on food and
beverage logistics is not only due to good
reputations on the market but we know how to
handle shipments such as FMCG goods, branded
beer or wine. We are experienced in wine and
beer import, customs declaration and warehouse
management.
Please contact our colleagues in Fuzhou if you
need any further information or inquiries.
a. hartrodt Xiamen Logistics Company Limited
- Fuzhou Rep. Office
RM 2417, B3 Building, R&F Centre,
Shangpu road, Ninghua Street,
Taijiang area,
Fuzhou, Fujian 350007, P.R. China
Mr. Tommy Shen
Business Development Manager
tommy.shen@hartrodt.com
Phone +86 182 0590 0950
Ms Helen Pan
Sales Coordinate
helen.pan@hartrodt.com
Ms Carries Kang
Pricing & Procurement
carries.kang@hartrodt.com

Fuzhou sales team from left to right: Mr. Ricky He
(Sales Representative), Ms Helen Pan (Sales Coordinate),
Ms Carries Kang (Pricing & Procurement), Mr. Tommy Shen
(Business Development Manager)

Our services
We cover range of transport and food and
beverage related supply chain activities:
 FCL & LCL export service
 Food and beverage & bonded warehouse
 Customs clearance, storage, local delivery for
food and beverage shipments
 Door to door logistics (import and export)
 Air freight/Sea freight import and export
logistics
 Train service import and export
Facilities in Fuzhou
 Fuzhou Mawei Port
 Port code: Mawei, Fuzhou
 Fuzhou Fuqing port
 Port code: Jiangyin, Fuzhou or Fuqing, Fuzhou
 Changle international airport
IATA: FOC, ICAO: ZSFZ
 Temperature controlled warehouse

Mr. Ricky He
Sales Representative
ricky.he@hartrodt.com
Continuation next page
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Continuation: Fuzhou representative office

Temperature controlled warehouse (inside of warehouse and
facilities)

Locations of Xiamen and Fuzhou

Sign up to our weekly Newsletter!
Click here and subscribe now. Every Tuesday we report on a current logistic topic.
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